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Objectives
► Common understanding of revolutionary Industry 4.0
► Common understanding of Cyber Safety
► Common understanding of Cyber Security
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Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore
Smart Ship- Revolutionary Industry 4.0
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Industry 4.0 and Marine ecosystem drives
Industry 4.0, the forth industrial revolution
Where in an intelligent environment based on a network
of intelligent objects in a trusted cloud system, marine
stakeholders can innovate more to derive more benefits
I
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Facts and challenges
Facts in the smart era

Challenges specific for Marin Industry

•

•

Involvement of different stockholders (e.g. crew
recruiter )

•

Lack of knowledge among stakeholders

•

Lack of holistic risk based approach

•

Lack of a standardized approach to
cybersecurity (Safety is covered by UR E 22)

•

Lack of real statistic of amount of publically
reported incidents and malicious activity
ongoing

•

Sharing ship information over different system
over different companies (e.g. voyage from A to
B)

•

Infiltrated with a remote access tool (e.g.
spoofing attack, steal identity)

•

Complexity in systems where software
support & communicates with more than
one system
•

Software unknown characteristics

•

Software update & system upgrade

Connectivity between systems and
sensors to shore
•Standardized communication
protocol(connection & communication by
default)
•Security vulnerabilities

•

More decisions are taken by Machine &
lack knowledge among crew in case of
failure from cyber attack
•System & operator performance
Monitoring & remote assistant
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Enablers and the Role of Class Society
BV, as a 3rd party verification body, continues the traditional
Class activities in engineering and inspection (human,
system and environment safety) while uses its technical
competence & wide experience to:

Enhanced
sensor
Data
collection
& storage
tools

Cyber
Physical
systems

Remote
access
and
monitorin
g tool

Cyber Enablers
Digital
twin of
complex
system

•

Identify new cyber risks & hazards

•

Adapt new methodology & solutions to assess the
new risks

•

Develop guidance and rules

•

Develop & support new survey tools and methods.

Artificial
Intelligent
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Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore
Smart Ship- Cyber Safety
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UR E22

UR E22
Rev 2 is applied on new ships contracted for
construction on and after 1 July 2017 by IACS
Societies.
The “contracted for construction” date means: The date
on which the contract to build the vessel is signed
between the prospective owner and the shipbuilder.
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Software Stakeholders and Categories

Owner(e.g. ship
yard, Owner)

One System
integrator (e.g.
ship yard)

Vessel operator
company

Sub supplier
system #1 …#n

Sub Integrator
sys #1 …#n
Sub Integrator
phase #1 …#n

Supplier #1 …#n
(e.g. PLC or CS)

Categories of software is based on the failure effect of the system on safety of human, threat to the
environment and/ or safety of the vessel.
CAT

Effect of Failure

Examples of SYS functionality

I

It will not lead to
dangerous situations.

Monitoring functions for administrative task or info

II

It could eventually lead to
dangerous situations.

Alarm and monitoring functions
Control functions which are necessary to maintain the ship in its normal
operational and habitable conditions. E.g. Liquid cargo transfer sys, Bilge level
detection sys, Ballast transfer valve remote sys, Alarm and monitoring systems for
propulsion sys.

III

It could immediately lead
to dangerous situations

Control functions for maintaining the vessel’s propulsion and steering
Vessel safety functions. E.g.: DP, Propulsion Sys, Steering Sys, Electric Power
Sys, etc.
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A global top to bottom life-cycle approach
Applies to any SOLAS ships and any software forming part of a system
onboard vessel.
General requirement: Quality system in place for SW development & testing for
Owners, suppliers, integrators

Design

1-Design and development phase:
• System risk assessment  to determine the risk to the system
throughout the lifecycle. A risk assessment report shall upon request be
submitted to the Class Society

Maintenance

Development

• code production and testing for Category II and III
2-Implementation and commissioning:
•

Integration testing of a system before installation onboard, by test
methodology such as HWIL

•

Approval of programmable devices for Category II and III systems

•

Evidence of environmental type testing according to UR E10,
mandatory for CAT II&III for hardware used in system, sub-system

•

Final integration and on board testing Simulation tests are to be
undertaken before installation

Commissioning

Implementation

3-Maintenance:
•

Responsibilities

•

Change management

More detail on UR E22 is in the Annex 1
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A global top to bottom life-cycle approach
4-Security:
•

Security policy in Quality system

•

Physical and logical security measures available onboard

•

Prior to installation, scan for viruses and malicious
software. On all software onboard.

•

Results of the scan are to be documented and kept with
the Software Registry.

5-Data link (for CAT II&III)
•

General requirement for Hardwired and Wireless

•

Specific for Wireless

© - Copyright Bureau Veritas
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Advanced Software testing and verification methodology

Black Box

White Box

At the system level, testing evaluates holistic
behavior of the software and that it conforms
to expectations.

Code analysis determines the extent to
which the software is intrinsically sound
and will behave correctly.
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White box testing and verification methodology
Main Software failures
SW ubiquity
Safety & Availability of the systems depend on SW failures
Lack of SW standards in some industrial domains

What was BV ‘s approach:
Innovative use of white-box code analysis tools
Functional and non-functional verifications including:
Computation accuracy, parameter integrity, and behavioral
conformance.

BV Guideline of SW testing includes:
•

Multi domain / multi languages

•

Focused on a Software System

•

For Development & Assessment

•

Pragmatic (including several notes)

•

Controlled process

•

Specific tools analysis

•

Specific code analysis
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Black box testing and verification methodology

HWIL testing is :

DP Control System
PLC & I/O

Sensors

Virtual
Environment
& Ship model

•

A methodology to test control system software,
firmware and associated hardware platforms

•

Extension to the Factory Acceptance Tests and risk
analysis assessment, complementary to the Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Actuators

Equipment under the test

Added-Value of HWIL is in unique test coverage:
•

Avoid costly detection in the field

•

Controllability vs. functionality

•

Fault mode testing

•

Real scenario training

•

Integrated operational testing

HWIL simulation can be also used to monitor traffic of network
for large scale communication system.
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BV References-Cyber safety

Additional class notation- HWIL

RULES & REGULATION
Software Safety- Development &
Implementation of UR E22. In Class
Assessment Guidelines- BV-SW-100
rule- NR467

DP
PMS
VMS
Gas
Scrubber
Crane

PARTNERSHIPS
Partner in software safety
assessment, Verification and
Validation.
CEA List is committed to
technological innovation in digital
systems.
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Maritime Assurance & Consulting
Ltd,
a BV Group Company, offers a
comprehensive range of support
services to the marine& offshore.

Partner in HIL testing,
Specializing in Verification &
Inspection of all Marine, Subsea and
Drilling Equipment throughout the
asset lifecycle.
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Bureau Veritas Marine & Offshore
Smart Ship- Cyber Security
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Cyber security
Development of security disciplines in order to protect
information, operational technology infrastructures and connected equipment
Control of physical access
to the hardware

Protection against harm
that may come via
network, data, code injection

Cybersecurity weaknesses

Marine insurance policies

Significant weaknesses have
been identified in the
cybersecurity of critical
technology used for navigation
at sea:
- GPS (Global Positioning
System)
- AIS (Automatic Identification
System)
- ECDIS (Electronic Chart
Display
and Information
System)

Losses as a result of a cyberattack have been excluded
from the majority of marine
insurance policies (Institute
Cyber Attack Exclusion Clause
CL380)
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Awareness education
and training to avoid
malpractice by operators

Increasing Cyber incidents
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Cyber incident in Marine industry

Somali pirates USED Automatic Identification System (AIS)

Onshore system hacked to transport drugs
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2014- Tilting a rig oil forcing to shutdown

A Yacht changed the way due to hacked GPS signal
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Solution applies in Marine cyber risk:
Holistic cyber risk approach
2.5 No holistic approach to maritime cyber risks
Currently, no holistic approach to maritime cyber risks exists.
It was observed that maritime stakeholders are setting and managing cyber security
expectations and measures in a rather ad hoc manner.
Only a part of the actual risks are being considered, such as the disruption of critical
telecommunication means or the divulgation of cargo information. (ENISA, 2011)
The Industry as a whole:
GLOBAL

Head
Office

NATIONAL

Port
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Cyber security Framework

Identify

Protect

Detect

Respond

Recover

Develop organizational understanding

By accessing the cybersecurity risk to operations, assets, and individuals

Ensure delivery of critical services

by implementing the appropriate safeguards: access control, data security, protective technology,
maintenance policies, awareness & training

Identify the occurrence of a cyber incident

by implementing anomalies detection processes and continuous monitoring

Contain a cyber incident

by implementing the appropriate procedures: response planning, communications, analysis,
mitigation, improvements

Maintain resilience and restore capabilities or services

that were impaired by cyber incidents by implementing the appropriate activities: recovery
planning, improvements, communications
NIST : National Institute of Standards and Technology - US Department of Commerce
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Cyber security Standards & Guideline
ENSIA
Guideline

NIST
Framework

BIMCO
Guideline
IMO
96INF.4

CE, CE+

IACS
Guideline

ANSSI
Guideline

IMO
ISM

Risk Analysis
ISO
27005

Product

System

Software

Hardware

Data
storage

Network

Interfaces

IEC
62443-3-3

IEC
61508

IEC
61162-460

Information security
management

Onboard
ISO
27000 series

Onshore

GDPR

Class ACN,
SYS-COM

BV GL
Software
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BV Additional Class Notation SYS-COM
The purpose of the notation is to
enhance:
•

The safety and security of technical
solutions of communications onboard
ship used for:

•

Data transfer from ship to shore (e.g.
engine monitoring)

•

Remote monitoring and
troubleshooting from shore

•

Onboard access to communication
infrastructure located ashore

•

Data transfer from shore to ship,
e.g. chart services or software
updates.
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BV References-Cyber security

Additional Class Notation
Security onboard ‘SYS –COM’

RULES & REGULATION
Communication security
Guideline

Software Security- Development &
Assessment Guidelines- BV-SW-200

PARTNERSHIPS
Partner in software security
assessment, Verification and Validation
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An Airbus company, specialist in cyber
security
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BV reference- Cyber safety & security
Technical proposition from BV M&O related to the implementation of cyber security solutions onboard vessel
and onshore.

PILOT CASES
Software safety
assessment, V&V

Network security risk
assessment &
Measures

Software security
assessment, V&V

Data center onshore
security risk
assessment

Crew cyber security
Training

IEC 61508 audit
certificate
ISO27001 audit and
certificate
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IN PROGRESS

Remote access
security risk
assessment &
Measures

Data collection
security risk
assessment &
Measures
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